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[NO]  You can’t give it away or sell under your name 
================================================= 

(Detailed Case Study) 
 

How often have you heard that all ingenious things are simple? Well, that’s 
true! My motto here is also SIMPLICITY and EFFECIENCY. Too many 
info-products have been flying out there that pour on you an avalanche of 
ideas, strategies, technical details, tips and tools, BUT true success 
ALWAYS is based on very SIMPLE actionable steps! 

 

This is what this manual is all about, based on detailed case study, 
to make you able to begin building your online income right away. 

So without further a due, let’s start. 

(Attention: Please read the manual once first, to have an overall 
idea, then begin reading it 2nd time, making notes as needed, since 
every paragraph here is very information-packed, actionable and 
important, so make sure not to miss a single line you read. Don’t 
be overwhelmed by intensity of information, it is DOABLE and 
you CAN do it, its just 100 pages of the Best techniques are 
squeezed into 27! You will do good if you print these pages out for 
future reference.) 
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Assessment: How much you can earn for the starter? 
 

You will need to create from 8 to 15 products short video campaigns, with 15- 
20 videos on each (don’t worry, I will teach you how to bulk-create 
them! ;), to start having weekly income of $150-200 at least. 

 
On average you will be able to create 1 or sometimes even 2 products a day, 
when you master basic skills, for which all necessary steps are given in this 
manual. Each low-cost product (because we don’t go for highly competitive 
ones yet) can bring you, if you have done it correctly, as little as around $30- 
40/week, being very conservative. BUT, - it is steady income that grows 
as a snow ball! So first 10 CB products ranked on a 1st page (and they will!) 
should give you at least around $250/week, for the starter. Not all of them will 
bring similar income. Estimate numbers given here are the average ones. 

 
You can accumulate enough number of products in 2-3 months, given initial 
test and trial time and acquiring necessary experience. But everything is pretty 
simple and doable without previous technical skills or experience in Internet 
Marketing, as you will discover in below chapters. Most importantly, - no 
websites with monthly maintenance fees, hacker protection, html 
coding or software needed. Go easy way. 

 
Not long after you have managed to set up your first campaigns you will be 
seeing similar pictures on your Clickbank Account (this is only from 
one low cost product): 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Step 1: Choosing the Right Product to Promote 

 

First of all, go to Click Bank Marketplace and search for trends/niches in  
the left hand side bar. (I assume you already have CB account, so let’s don’t 
waste time on details and go right to the meat and bones.) Pick the one you  
feel you like and can make a good promo video about. (Don’t go for betting, 
gambling, IMarketing, Games, Business, just yet, - these are either too 
difficult to rank or are disliked by Youtube, plus only pro’s can do them well, 
or risk their time when they already have steady income from other general 
niches). 
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Therefore better to start with Niches like cooking/food/wine, education, 
sports, green living, self-help, home & garden, health &fitness (but not too 
competitive ones among them), parenting & families. 

 

 
Key is here to pick the Product with not too high competition, to avoid 
struggles at the start. Also you need to make sure that the minimum initial  
sale is at least $28-30, (the more the better!) or it is not worthy spending 
your time! 

 
Gravity is another factor to consider, and to get easier start you need to set 
the sliders in a search bar at optimal values – best for the starter to go 
between 12 and 35. As you can see in the picture below, example shows a 
product in Education niche, when initial sale was set at minimum $28 and 
gravity between 12 and 35. If the product has rebilling (like in given one) it is 
even better. 
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Later, when you become good at ranking videos, you can move toward higher 
gravity ones, as your skills and experience will allow you to compete more 
aggressively and confidently in the video marketing field. 

 

 Your next criteria to sift out the wrong ones and pick the best 
product to promote will be data from Google Trends and Alexa, 
regarding the same product. 

 
In my example I will be showing you a case study of me working on a product 
named “Build a Container Home”, from “Green Products” category, 
which  I  picked  based  on  my  criteria  mentioned  above:   Initial     $/sale: 
$37.65 | Grav: 14.07 

 
You can see below how my sales of this product went in “My stats” 
line: 526 hops and $247.93 initial sales – from this single product. 

 

 
All I did was to choose a product with low competition on CB and 
good stats on Google Trends and Alexa, indicating future potential 
growth. 

 

Checking the niche on Google Trends and Alexa: 
 

Let’s see if this niche and search keyword are popular. Just copy-paste CB 
product name into Google Trends search: 

 
As you can see, the search term graph is great, as it is on a steady rise. 
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But even if you got a niche/keyword that is not raising fast but shows steady 
horizontal graph, not drastically plunging down, it is good sign to have successful 
niche/keyword. 

 
Now let’s see if Google Trends offers any related search keywords, which we can use  
in our future video description and tags: 

 
There are: shipping container home, container homes,  shipping  
container homes. (Often, there are much more keywords seen in G.Trends related 
kwds list). So I have copy-pasted them into notepad to use later, to incorporate into 
further keyword research and when making contents for video description box, titles 
and tags. 

 

You can also use one of these keywords for creating an affiliate link on 
Tinyurl.com for your video. In my case I did it like this: 
http://tinyurl.com/buildcontainerhomes - with CB affiliate hop link embedded. 

http://tinyurl.com/buildcontainerhomes
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Plus, the G.Trends page tells us that the search is most active in the south and west 
parts of USA. This fact can be taken into account when you do location- 
relevant videos OR incorporate features/brand-names/geo locations/ into 
your videos, description boxes and tags to target audience more precisely. 

 
Now, let’s check it on Alexa. Just copy-paste vendors product url link. If rank is less 
than million its not a too bad sign. In our case, since the keyword/url is beyond 
100,000 threshold, it doesn’t have demographic data. However, not in all cases it is 
too important, unless you make very narrowly audience-targeted videos. Rank of 
this url only for USA is quite good: 295,174 – meaning its very popular. And it has 
good steady number of visitors: 55,6%  Gotcha! Gonna be doing it then!... 

 

 

 

Step 2: Gather Keywords for titles and tags 
 

To do that we have three main sources: Google keyword suggest, Google 
Trends (as in example above) and free and quality keyword search resource: 
www.ubersuggest.org (which often incorporates google suggest data, but has 
more than that). Normally these resources are enough to build quality 
tags/titles/description box content. However you can also use more sophisticated 
paid keyword search software, like Market Samurai, Longtail Pro. 

 

In my case though, I didn’t use them and still, I had successful rankings and sales. If 
you think well, Google suggest itself is the best keyword tool. Don’t complicate! 

http://www.ubersuggest.org/
http://7fe56-1xqj24v05ajwpamj1u2d.hop.clickbank.net/
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Keys here are Precision, Speed & Simplicity. You need to set your campaigns 
FAST. (Note: Paid keyword tools are better when you build websites/videos with 
fierce keyword competition, to outrank others in high-paid products and in 
narrower keyword combinations.) 

 
So let’s check Google suggest. Just type main keyword and see what are the 
most actively searched keyword terms: 

 

You can simply copy them manually into your notepad. Now if you scroll down the 
Google search page in the bottom it will also give you a short list of relevant 
searched keywords: 

 

 
I have copy/pasted them too into my notepad. As you can see they slightly differ 
from Google suggest drop down list. Consolidating these and others below together I 
was able to sift out and gather the best keywords for my campaign. I can’t stress 
enough how important is to get RIGHT keywords at the outset, as the 
whole success or failure of your campaigns will be largely dependent on 
it! 

 
And finally, Ubersuggest.org free keyword suggest site: 
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Copy-paste all such keyword terms to your notepad, along with the ones you 
copied from Google search suggest drop down list. Delete few that are 
similar or not so relevant, and leave the rest. These will be the best 
keywords for your future Campaign. 

 
Using Google suggest, G.Trends and Ubersuggest.org you will easily 
gather best 30-35 keywords for each product to incorporate them into your 
future video titles, tags and description box. This is close to scientific 
approach, when your campaigns success is engineered rather than 
“designed”. 
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When you create a new channel for your videos it is of course better for 
ranking if the channel name repeats the main keyword on which you are 
bidding and building the whole product campaign. It can be also more general 
channel name, which comprises several products in the same niche, for 
example “Do It Yourself” named channel can have many various products that 
fit into this broad niche. But even if you have a channel with totally irrelevant 
name, or containing a person’s name (as one of the channels in my case), your 
videos will still rank well and be highly competitive IF you follow all the 
rest of important guidelines in this Manual concerning keyword build 
techniques and video creation rules. 

 
If you are going to create say, 2 channels with around 15-20 videos on each, 
you’re going to need about 30-40 different titles total prepared in advance (15- 
20 titles for each set of videos on each channel) . 

 
When videos have been created later (how-to is explained further in this 
manual) you will need to rename each video file with the keyword 
title. So prepare your list of the gathered keywords and start making titles for 
future videos. 

 
Imporant! - The best for ranking is when titles repeat the actual 
video file name and keyword Tags, which you place under the video, as 
well as if the keyword is repeated twice in the title (but don’t make it 
sound too awkward). Therefore, gather best keywords for Tags that 
should contain the most popular keywords in your list (Youtube allows you to 
place 15-17 tags max) and then start creating titles for videos, shuffling 
those tags in various combinations. As you can realize, combinations of 
keywords can be much more in number then actual keywords. 

 
For example, my tags were: shipping container home blueprint, build a 
container home review, build a container home cost, build a container home 
101,build a container home download, shipping container homes, how much 
to build a shipping container home,….etc 

 
So having collected them, I began making Titles, combining some  
of these tags together to make meaningful titles: 

 
 How much to build a shipping container home? - Check the best 

shipping container home blueprint
 

 Build a container home 101| Build a container home review

 

 …etc
 

 One more “grey hat” technique is to scroll existing Youtube videos and 
pick few Titles of other vendors that are doing very well in rankings and 
look/sound great. You can incorporate them in your titles,  making 
them part of your video title. One of the reasons why some videos are 
opened more often than others, is an ATTRACTIVE, eye-catching   title.
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So you can “steal” them, but do it correctly, i.e. combine with some of 
yours. 

 
Keep all these created titles in one notepad file, to later copy/paste them into 
your created video files, to rename each video file with keyword-containing 
phrases. 

 

Step 3: Description Box content 
 

Ok, now we need to make quality Description Box. This is very important 
for ranking. There is a quick and a bit longer way to do it. First one is simply 
placing the list of your found keywords under the affiliate link in description 
box, and the second – to write few short paragraphs related to the content of 
the Product, followed by the list of keywords. You can copy few paragraphs of 
the text from the vendor’s site, slightly re-phrasing them, as well as can 
“borrow” 2-3 text chunks from any online related content or even few 
successful Youtube videos from this niche/keyword. But if you do it make it 
slightly unique, combining bits and pieces from here and there. I found that 
long content in Description box works better for ranking, as Youtube/Google 
can detect relevant keywords and quality content in description box under 
each video, not only based on tags, to rank them. 

 
Also, some viewers may actually read your description box, and if it has 
interesting and valuable content, they spend more time on your video, 
increasing playback time of it, which is also detected by Youtube and is a 
factor for ranking. 

 
In my case I put this text in description box, followed by list of 
relevant keywords: 

 
“CLICK THIS LINK TO ACCESS: 
http://tinyurl.com/buildcontainerhomes 

 

Subscribe here: https://www.youtube.com/user/greenlivingearth 
 

Convert shipping containers into a safe, low-cost, eco-friendly shipping 
container family home for temporary housing to those in need: 
Discover how to build amazing home with shipping containers! 
ISO shipping containers are rugged, weatherproof, and plentiful. 

 
Now you can build container home and convert one of these shipping 
containers into a livable and safe home. 

 
Because building materials are unavailable to the poor, the design and build 
will focus on using scrap and recycled materials. 
Also, all build techniques will be done in a manner that is easily replicable by 
individuals with little or no construction skills. 

 
Click here to access: http://tinyurl.com/buildcontainerhomes 

http://tinyurl.com/buildcontainerhomes
https://www.youtube.com/user/greenlivingearth
http://tinyurl.com/buildcontainerhomes
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Related keywords: 
build container home 
how to build container home 
build container house book 
build container house plans 
build shipping container home 
build shipping container home step by step process 
build cargo container home 
quick build container homes 
build your container home 
build own container home 
build your own container home 
build my own container home 
build your own container home online 
build my own shipping container home 
cost to build your own shipping container home 
how to build a shipping container home, 
House Built from Steel Shipping Containers, 
Converting Shipping Container homes into Livable Home 

 

http://youtu.be/2RXgWTeYk9Y 
http://youtu.be/Vvv3W7VNBnk 
http://youtu.be/rQ_lchI2wq4 
http://youtu.be/pPQOGiLp8VI 
http://youtu.be/mzrMG0MLqDI 
http://youtu.be/55Y5pmaoQKM 
http://youtu.be/CP7XQ2svlQ4 
http://youtu.be/729W2gFJ9HU 
http://youtu.be/GGXsz35Ng64 
http://youtu.be/fIY31swbvbc 
http://youtu.be/11UIbL4gbOg 

 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shipping_container_architecture 

 

 

Notice that I have also placed Wikpedia link with relevant article keyword   
at the bottom, which improves your video ranking chances by Google/Youtube. 
So, get the link from Wikipedia with the related keyword and place it at the 
bottom of description box. 

 
Also, by all means, place your channel url link under your affiliate link 
(as you can see above), as it increases chances for your videos to show up in 
searches. 

 
Another important thing is to place all urls of created videos at the  
bottom of the description box for the MAIN leading video which you will be 
actively promoting later, as you can see I inserted links in example above. 
(How to promote your leading vehicle video will be explained further.) 

http://youtu.be/2RXgWTeYk9Y
http://youtu.be/Vvv3W7VNBnk
http://youtu.be/rQ_lchI2wq4
http://youtu.be/pPQOGiLp8VI
http://youtu.be/mzrMG0MLqDI
http://youtu.be/55Y5pmaoQKM
http://youtu.be/CP7XQ2svlQ4
http://youtu.be/729W2gFJ9HU
http://youtu.be/GGXsz35Ng64
http://youtu.be/fIY31swbvbc
http://youtu.be/11UIbL4gbOg
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shipping_container_architecture
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You can copy-paste those links into your notepad prepared in advance, as you 
have bulk-uploaded them to your Youtube channel, to later place them in 
that box (will be shown how below). 

 
Tip: Create ONE notepad file in which you create/edit/consolidate your 
description box content, title and tags, to later copy/paste it wholly into your 
videos. In the example that follows I will show you how to do it through 
Youtube bulk edit feature. 

 
 

Step 4: Making video clips 
 

When you make promo video clip for any Click Bank product, you can use 
snapshots from the Vendor’s website, printscreen-ed and cropped, to use in 
your video slideshows. Most vendors, especially those who are looking for 
Affiliates to promote their product, are happy with this opportunity and many 
of them even setup Affiliate Tools page with the similar brand product Images 
and texts chunks for affiliates to use. Beside that of course you can use  
related images from Google search, but making sure to not stumble on 
any copyrighted images or brand logos, to avoid closing of your account by 
Youtube. 

 
Just scroll through vendor’s sales page and pick 6-8 most attractive and 
important snapshots, including images and text chunks. Copy/Crop them into 
windows default Paint program and save in your “images” folder within 
your new campaign folder. 

 
Tip: You can organize folders having main Product name folder in which 
you in turn create separate subfolders for images, audios, videos and 
texts/content/links, so everything is in one place easy to find and use. 

 
So, I got few good snapshots from the vendor’s site, then went to Google 
image search and saved few nice looking pics, to make total 10-15 photos for 
future use in creating video clips. 
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In addition to images, you need to have a database of short free Audio tracks 
handy, to use them in your video creation. There are innumerable free audios 
available for download online, so there is no meaning for me to place any links 
here, as you can easily find and pick the right one by yourself, which is more 
relevant or easier found in your country. 
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 Good news is also that Youtube has given out FREE Audio 
tracks Library, which you can download one by one here: 
https://www.youtube.com/audiolibrary/music

 

Alternatively, you can pay $5 on Fiverr.com and get them flick to you a huge 
database of free audio tracks. 

 
Note: Make sure to match relevant audio tracks to your video slideshows. 
Unrelated or annoying soundtracks can become a big turn-off resulting in 
closing down your video by viewer right from the start, even if the visual and 
content were good. 

 

 Now, as you have images, audios and keywords. It 
is time to start making Video clips for your 
campaign.

 
If I do clips myself, I mostly use basic Windows Movie Maker, which comes 
with most Windows systems (unless I sometimes outsource video making, 
then they might use their own video platforms). WMM is easy to use program 
and here I will show you step by step how to make a decent video clip. 

 
First, move images you’ve decided to use into WMM working panel. Now you 
need to shuffle them in meaningful order and assign to each frame its length, 
transitions and appearance. 

 

 
Set transitions which you feel fit the content and duration of each slide 
(normally 2-4 seconds, and 6-8 seconds if it contains useful text). 

https://www.youtube.com/audiolibrary/music
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Now set each slide animation (make it move forward or backward, sideways, 
up or down, etc) 
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Now add some music – drag and drop relevant audio track right into WMM 
slideshow panel. 

 

 

Don’t forget to insert some TEXT slides into your slideshow, as it keeps 
viewer more tied to your video (it has to be INFORMATIVE and 
ENTERTAINING at the same time!) 

 
Note: Include a screen showing your Affiliate link (tinyurl, or other) into 
first and the last frame of the slideshow. 

 
And finally, save your movie: 
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Now, as your video is ready (normally its playback should be somewhere 
around 1-2 minutes max), you need to make multiple copies of this 
video, to increase the overall number of uploaded videos to your channel. So I 
normally create 2-3 unique videos which I later multiply by converting 
them to 5 different video formats (shown below). 

 
First, you can reshuffle images little bit in the existing slideshow, add new or 
remove some of the old slides and add another music track. Then you save it 
under different name (o/w it will overwrite the existing one). So you will 
get a completely new video. I usually do 2-3 of such “different” videos in 
WMM, although they don’t differ too much from each other, as you 
understand. 

 
Reason is to avoid penalizing by Youtube for uploading similar files, as it will 
be considered as spam. Yet, each video has to be informative and clearly 
convey the benefits of the vendor’s product.  Now as you have say, three 
unique videos clips, you can use File Converter, such as Freemake Video 
Converter (available to download for free): 
http://www.freemake.com/free_video_converter/ 

 

You can convert each video there to 5 video formats. So if you have 3 videos 
you are getting 15 video clips straight away! Youtube will not detect them as 
identical videos because their extensions will differ – wmv, mp4, mpeg, 
avi, flash. 
Better NOT to  upload all 15 to one Channel, to avoid YouTube detecting it 
as spammy mass-uploads and flagging you! Play safe and upload 5 videos to 
each channel (15 total, 5 on each of the 3 channels). 
Update: Although in the following screenshot you can see me uploading all 15 
in bulk, better NOT to do it now as YouTube became stricter in their Spam 
policies and seem not to favor bulk uploads too much. 

http://www.freemake.com/free_video_converter/
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Now, the most important part is to RENAME each of this 15 video files as I 
did in the image below. You need to have video titles prepared beforehand, (as  
I discussed in earlier chapter) based on best combinations of search keywords of that 
product. 

 
 

 

It is imperative for good ranking that keywords in the video file should 
match the actual title that is shown in the video on Youtube. (please double 
check the chapter about keywords/titles/tags above). 
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Now, as they are ready for upload, go to your Youtube channel, go to Video 
Manager and press “Upload button” 

 

 
When you do that, highlight all your videos that you have just created and 
press “open” in your windows explorer tab that pops up, so all these videos 
will go to upload in a bulk, which usually takes 5-15 minutes to upload all of 
them based on your internet speed. 

 

When you do that ALL these videos will open in your Youtube channels Video 
Manager control panel where you can see the upload process in a bulk. 
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Don’t forget to copy video    urls into notepad for further posting them in the 
bulk-ping tool (will be shown how). 

 
You don’t need to enter description and tags for each video on this stage, as 
you will be able to copy/paste them all together in a bulk, after they have been 
uploaded to your channel. 

 
Now as videos are uploaded go to Video Manager, click “Actions” at the  
top of the page, then in a drop down menu pick “More actions”, which will 
give you bulk-edit mode, where you can insert description and tags which 
you prepared in advance. 
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If you later want to amend/change your description or tags, you can tick all 
videos and then instead of “append”, pick “set to” in a drop down menu 
above. Highlight all that is inside, press ‘delete’ and paste the new content. So 
the old description/tags will be replaced with the new one. 

 
As they all are uploaded, make sure/check few of them to be actually playing 
on Youtube, and press “like” when you playbacking them. 

 
Ok, now your videos are uploaded and they will slowly accumulate natural 
traffic based on keyword/titles which you have set for them. The more 
successful was keyword/titles selections the bigger and faster will be the traffic. 
So pay a good attention to that part. Remember: By rightly setting 
content, titles and tags you have effectively optimized your videos. 
There is no more SEO mumbo-jumbo to this! Keep things  simple  and  go 
ahead fast. It worked in my case and will work in yours. 

 
So what now?...Of course, Promotion! 

 
 

Note: Be also aware that Youtube may in some cases take down your videos. 
Usually the reason for the account to be closed or videos deleted is using 
copyright images and audio tracks in your videos, so make sure from the 
outset not to mess up this part. Try to promote products that have affiliate 
tools, i.e images, logos and texts. It happened couple of times in my case and 
they took down the whole channel with those videos, but since I had all of 
them in my folders, I could later re-edit and upload them to a new Youtube 
account, as they were really bringing income and showed promising. So try 
as much as possible using non-copyrighted material in your video slide 
shows 
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Step 6. Video Promotion 

Now, copy all uploaded video urls, as shown in images above and paste them 
into mass ping tool Ping Farm. 

 

 

Ping Farm also has very nice addition: RSS ping tool. Pinging your video 
RSS Feed is very important for the ranking of your video. Here is the code you 
need to use for that: 
http://gdata.youtube.com/feeds/api/users/insert your video 
channel name here/uploads?orderby=updated&vq=insert one of 
your uploaded video titles here 

 
Pinging only one of the videos is enough because RSS aggregates all the 
rest of videos on automation! 

 
Here how it will look. Tick all boxes below and press “Mass Ping” button and 
all your fresh video url links will be pinged to notify search engines. 

http://gdata.youtube.com/feeds/api/users/insert
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As additional and optional way of promoting your videos you can utilize a 
service of Fiverr.com outsourcers, to bring more views/likes to your videos, 
if you have a budget for that. Some of them have large database of 
fans/followers on FB, Twitter, Vimeo and other Web2.0/video sites and they 
will be promoting your video/s to them. But normally promoting just ONE 
most successful video in that list will draw views/traffic to the rest of them 
too, especially if they are well-keyworded! 

 

So after monitoring your uploaded videos views/rankings for couple of days, 
pick the ONE which accumulated the most number of views/likes on 
each channel (if you uploaded to more than one) and make targeted 
promotion for that one video. What I am giving you here is a system that 
never fails. 
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You will need to have accounts on these Web 2.0 sites. Register them once and 
use them for all your future promos later on. Don’t forget to paste all your 
uploaded video urls at the bottom of the description box of this main video. It 
is better also to set up RELEVANT Facebook and Twitter accounts for that 
case, covering at least the General broad niche in which you later can fit 
more products. 

 
One more great resource for boosting your video views/rankings is a free   tool 
Social Monkee. 

 

 
It has also paid option but the free one is quite effective. It posts your link 
to 25 social sites at once for free! Huge boost for quick ranking. 
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As you can see here it didn’t take too long for my videos to rank on 
the first page of Youtube, even before I launched a full-blown promotion 
for them. 

 
 

 

 

As I used so large variety of precision keywords, my videos were all over the 
place, dominating this niche just in few hours! 
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These videos from two different channels which I created for this product have 
immediately occupied leading spots on the first page of Youtube. Main 
reason for it was QUALITY engineering of the keywords and titles. 
They have no views yet on the snapshots as they were taken when uploaded 
only 3-4 hours ago. But they have accumulated views and rankings slowly and 
brought expected income as you could see in the Click Bank report image at 
the beginning of this manual. There is nothing magic or mysterious 
about that. It’s a “simple science” as some would put it. 

 

Some More Powerful Extra-Tips 
(Skip reading it and you’ll jeopardize your success!) 

 

 Sometimes even though Clickbank gravity shows the product is actively 
selling, you can’t find much of its promo videos on Youtube, and even if 
you saw such, they have very little views. The reason is that some 
products are mostly viewed on specialized sites or blogs  rather 
then on video directories! (this is important tip which not many 
marketers tell you or know themselves, which will help you to avoid 
wasting of your time and efforts) So before creating a campaign, 
check if this product is active on Youtube.

 

 When creating videos, make sure you make INTERESTING & GOOD 
LOOKING videos, and most importantly, they have to CATCH 
viewer’s attention from the first few seconds of the video 
playback! This is imperative! Remember how the good quality ads are 
made on TV commercials? You can hardly take your eye off it, if it is 
truly a good ad! So, capture attention of the viewer in the first 3-7 
seconds, - if you haven’t done that, there are 80-85% chances that  they
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will click it off and jump to someone else’s video. Place your BEST 
image slides in the first few frames of the video slide show! 
Middle part has to give some INTERESTING and valuable 
CONTENT, and the final part of the video has to have effective 
action-inducing images on it. 

 

 Again, AUDIO track RELEVANCY and Quality is VERY 
important! Don’t disregard it. Some of my videos got biggest views 
and sales mostly because of the very effective and attractive 
music track on them, as I could monitor its behaviour later. Visually 
those videos didn’t differ much from the rest, but quality audio track 
created necessary EMOTIONAL background for the viewer, which 
forced him to “Like” me and eventually extend his favour to clicking on 
my affiliate link under the video. Don’t forget that emotions play 
giant role in buying decisions of the customers.

 

 One more very powerful rank boosting method is creating a Blogger 
free blog, with minimum 100-200 words text and placing one of 
the newly created videos on it. Keywords choice rules are the same 
as for videos described above. Blogger is well-detected and favoured by 
Google and it helps moving your video up in rankings not only on 
Youtube, but mainly on Google search!

 

 When you notice that product sells or shows good indications for it, 
create additional Youtube channels to upload more videos on 
each (12-15 on each). Name channels preferably with the title 
containing one of the most popular Keywords which you have 
researched. You will have more than enough LSI (related) keywords, so 
make sure to create new videos with new combinations of titles 
that include a keyword on which you are bidding in this title, at least 
twice. Remember: The best result is achieved when Tags, File 
name and Title contain SAME keywords.
 
THAT’S IT! You got ALL you need to know to 
begin building your Click Bank-Youtube income 
streams!  
As I promised, it was information-packed, fluff-free and 
simple. Most important, it has been tested and 
has brought feasible results. 
 Now it is your turn to take action and reach your goal 
of getting online income.  
If you persevere and keep an eye on all details, using 
above guidance and tips of this Manual, your income 
will steadily grow so you will be able later to reinvest part of it in outsourcers, 
to make the volume of your video production (and subsequently income) much 
larger.   

Good luck and let me know if you have any more questions. I will 
be also doing my best in updating you with useful tips and 
techniques, when they are tested and tried by me personally.  

         To the best of your success, 
George Grant 
Email: george.grant.marketing@gmail.com  
https://www.facebook.com/CBTubeTakeover 

                          http://www.twitter.com/eimonlinebiz    
                          Subscribe HERE for MORE UPDATES  

mailto:george.grant.marketing@gmail.com
https://www.facebook.com/CBTubeTakeover
http://www.twitter.com/eimonlinebiz
https://app.getresponse.com/site2/georgegrantmarketing?u=BLhKn&webforms_id=3857604
https://app.getresponse.com/site2/georgegrantmarketing?u=BLhKn&webforms_id=3857604
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In case you missed my other products: 
 
“One Page Wiz” – Create simple One Page Info Products, one 
every day and reap quick cash flow! - CLICK HERE TO CHECK IT 
OUT! 
“CB-YouTube Takeover” – Updated version of CBTube Easy 
Money with number of significant additions to enhance your 
online business. CLICK HERE TO CHECK IT OUT 
“CBTube SEO Hunter” – Video SEO Bible, which lets you RANK  
videos #1 on both Google and YouTube, for COMPETITIVE 
keywords, and stick there permanently! CLICK HERE TO CHECK 
IT OUT! 
 

 

http://easyinternetmarketing.zulux.org/one-page-wiz
http://easyinternetmarketing.zulux.org/one-page-wiz
http://easyinternetmarketing.zulux.org/one-page-wiz
http://easyinternetmarketing.zulux.org/
http://easyinternetmarketing.zulux.org/
http://easyinternetmarketing.zulux.org/cbtube-seo-hunter-sales
http://easyinternetmarketing.zulux.org/cbtube-seo-hunter-sales
http://easyinternetmarketing.zulux.org/cbtube-seo-hunter-sales
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